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VTA Daily News Coverage for Tuesday, October 10, 2017 

1. Women in Transportation: Nuria Fernandez (Metro Magazine) 

2. APTA Question of the Day: How are you Attracting Talent? (Metro Magazine) 

3. BART, VTA to Collaborate on Peer Review of 5-Mile Underground Tunnel (NBC Bay 

Area/Bay City News) 

4. BART, VTA to collaborate on peer review of 5-mile underground tunnel (KTVU Ch. 2) 

5. German company chosen as early operator for California high-speed rail (Silicon Valley 

Business Journal) 

6. Express lanes to help ease congestion in 680 corridor (SFGate.com 

7. Roadshow: New gas tax funds to pay for Highway 85 paving (Mercury News) 

 

Earthquake, magnitude 4.1, rattles South Bay (Mercury News) 

A jolt-and-roll felt around the Bay Area Monday afternoon jangled nerves in an area notorious 

for seismic restlessness. 

The 4.1 earthquake struck at 5:53 p.m. about 12 miles east of San Jose in Joseph D. Grant 

County Park, in a locked-up patch of rocks deep underground near the Calaveras Fault in a 

remote oak-studded landscape. 

“It was just one short shock, like a bang,” said Laura Lemay of Los Gatos, who lives in the hills 

above Lexington Reservoir.  “Then a little wiggle, and then it was over. “ 

Kevin Arnold, also of Los Gatos, said “It felt like a couple of loud shoves to the house, not sharp 

bangs like I’ve felt in previous quakes. I’m guessing more of a rolling effect on us. Not enough to 

warrant getting out of my chair though,” he quipped. 

The epicenter, about four miles underground, was located in the south corner of the county 

park about a mile off Mount Hamilton Road, where the park’s Hotel Trail bends into Foothill 

Trail. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/09/earthquake-magnitude-4-4-rattles-south-bay/


The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority halted light-rail service after the earthquake to 

inspect its 29 trains and 40-plus miles of track, said transit agency spokeswoman Linh Hoang, 

adding that the procedure is standard. Nothing was amiss and service resumed by 6:15 p.m. 

In San Jose, Miriam Watson was sitting in her car in the parking lot at Sprouts on Brokaw Road 

“and all the sudden my car started shaking…. I jumped out of my car to see if the Earth was 

moving, but felt nothing. So I got back in my car thinking I had been mistaken!” 

There were no reports of damage in San Jose, said city spokeswoman Cheryl Wessling. 

A much smaller 1.5 earthquake was felt in the same region about an hour earlier, at 4:29 p.m. 

The jolt was the latest in a series of occasional tremors triggered by the restless fault, which 

routinely releases stress caused by the earth’s shifting continental plates. 

According to USGS seismologist David Oppenheimer, based in Menlo Park, it is not unusual for 

the Calaveras Fault to have magnitude 4 quakes, which are unlikely to cause any structural 

damage. 

The U.S. Geological Survey estimates a 7.4 percent likelihood of a magnitude 6.7 or greater 

earthquake on the Calaveras Fault in the next 30 years, and a 14.3 percent chance on the 

Hayward Fault. 

The Calaveras Fault and Hayward Fault are believed to be linked, which means that both could 

someday rupture together, resulting in a significantly more destructive earthquake than 

previously thought. 

Back to Top 

Women in Transportation: Nuria Fernandez (Metro Magazine) 

Growing up in Panama City, Panama, Nuria Fernandez’s earliest experience with transit was 

riding what she calls the “rather unorthodox bus system” of her hometown. 

  

Fernandez says her agency’s location is at “ground zero for innovation.”   

“Back then, anyone who wanted to could get a license to operate a bus, and the routes and 

fares were not as structured as they are in the U.S.,” says Fernandez. 

CAREER PATH. When she came to the U.S. to study civil engineering, she was introduced to the 

American system of public transportation. This sparked her interest in pursuing transit as a 

career path. She then began an internship with the Panama Canal Co., where she landed her 

first job upon graduation. She worked in the engineering division of the Panama Canal Co.’s 

Gatún Locks. 

“My great grandfather was involved in the construction of the Canal, so it was a legacy that I 

proudly took part in,” says Fernandez. 

http://www.metro-magazine.com/management-operations/article/725511/women-in-transportation-nuria-fernandez


EXPERIENCE. Over the course of her robust 35-year career, Fernandez has worked many public 

and private sector jobs in the transportation industry. She served as chief operating officer for 

the New York State Metropolitan Transportation Authority. Fernandez also managed the 

operations of O’Hare International Airport in Chicago. And sequentially, she was the head of 

design and construction for the Chicago Transit Authority and the Washington Metropolitan 

Transit Authority. 

Fernandez provided high-level policy and program expertise as deputy administrator of U.S. 

Department of Transportation’s Federal Transit Administration. Additionally, she has served as 

senior VP at two different engineering consulting firms, CH2M HILL and Earth Tech. 

ROLE FOCUS. As GM/CEO of Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA), Fernandez 

oversees all functions of the agency. She describes the present as an exciting time to be based 

in Silicon Valley. 

“We are at ground zero for innovation,” says Fernandez. “I routinely interact with tech industry 

leaders in an effort to integrate their cutting-edge ideas into our transportation landscape so 

that our system can work better for everyone. This collaboration is where creativity is changing 

not only our region but the world — it is an exciting partnership.” 

In addition to being a transit authority, VTA is also the Congestion Management Agency for 

Santa Clara County. Therefore, Fernandez is in charge of supervising VTA plans, designs, and 

even the construction of mass transit facilities and highway interchanges. This is in an effort to 

help regional traffic move more smoothly overall. 

In taking on such a big task, Fernandez emphasizes that confidence is key. “My confidence was 

instilled in me by my mother,” says Fernandez. “You need a willingness to try new things and 

take risks.” 

KEY PROJECT. Currently, the VTA is completing the largest transportation infrastructure project 

in Santa Clara County history — the extension of the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system. The 

goal is to create a comprehensive public transportation network around the entire San 

Francisco Bay Area. 

In order to make this a reality, VTA placed the 2016 Measure B on the ballot last year, which 

implements a 30-year half-cent countywide sales tax. The measure passed by nearly 72%, 

marking the highest level of support for any Santa Clara County transportation tax. The 

measure will help fund BART through downtown San Jose as well as dozens of other 

improvements. 

“I am extremely proud of the work that VTA’s planning and community outreach teams did over 

the past two years to educate residents and listen to their needs,” says Fernandez. “It started 

with building a coalition of stakeholders and residents to develop a list of projects to build and 

maintain our transportation infrastructure network.” 

http://www.metro-magazine.com/management-operations/news/719459/calif-s-santa-clara-vta-proposes-major-service-overhaul
http://www.metro-magazine.com/technology/news/722572/bart-tests-hearing-loop-tech-to-help-those-with-hearing-loss


Fernandez and her team are currently in the process of developing a program to allocate the 

projected $6 billion in sales tax revenues from Measure B. 

When Fernandez is not at the office, she enjoys hiking and biking around northern California. 

She also knits, crochets, bakes, and spends time with her two new grandchildren. 

Back to Top 

APTA Question of the Day: How are you Attracting Talent? (Metro Magazine) 

Nuria Fernandez, GM/CEO 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority  

San Jose, Calif. 

"VTA has a multi-faceted approach to ensuring we have talented, dedicated professionals filling 

our ranks for the long term. Working with community partners, we offer paid internships that 

provide meaningful hands-on work experience focusing on VTA project-driven initiatives in a 

variety of disciplines. For full-time positions, targeted recruitment includes social media 

outreach, job fairs, and interactive vocational presentations at schools. VTA is also engaged in a 

regional workforce strategy that promotes the next generation of transportation leaders and 

employees in support of Bay Area communities." 

 

Back to Top 

BART, VTA to Collaborate on Peer Review of 5-Mile Underground Tunnel (NBC 

Bay Area/Bay City News) 

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority and BART are planning to collaborate, starting 

this month, on a peer review of single-bore and twin-bore tunnel methodologies for a five-mile 

span of tunnel planned for the Silicon Valley extension. 

The peer review will be conducted by transit agencies currently operating railway subway 

systems. VTA spokeswoman Brandi Childress said the transit system is also looking at particular 

agencies to coordinate within the coming weeks. 

There are currently two proposals under consideration: one, a 45-foot diameter single-bore 

tunnel that will have the two tracks and the stations within it and the second is a twin-bore 

tunnel that has two 20-foot diameter tunnels with stations and a wide-center platform. 

The Bart Phase II Silicon Valley extension is a long-term plan to extend BART from its original 

terminus point in Fremont into Silicon Valley, which was agreed upon by the VTA and BART in 

2001. 

The VTA said in a statement that the Phase II part of the project is currently in the state and 

federal environmental analysis process and is on track to receive the federal go-ahead in March 

http://www.metro-magazine.com/management-operations/news/725739/question-of-the-day
http://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/BART-VTA-to-Collaborate-on-Peer-Review-of-5-Mile-Underground-Tunnel-449843143.html


2018. Phase II, which has plans for three more stations south of the Berryessa station, is 

expected to be complete with an extension into downtown San Jose and Santa Clara by 2026. 

The Warm Springs/South Fremont extension has been operational since March after years of 

delays, but it is not part of the BART Silicon Valley extension. Childress said one of the 

important factors in the Silicon Valley extension is eventually turning the Warm Springs/South 

Fremont station into a pass-through station as opposed to an end-of-line station. 

The Milpitas station and the Berryessa station are the next two scheduled to open in 2018. 

VTA is in charge of building and funding the extension and BART will operate it upon its 

completion. 

BART, VTA to collaborate on peer review of 5-mile underground tunnel (KTVU Ch. 

2) 

 The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority and BART are planning to collaborate, starting 

this month, on a peer review of single-bore and twin-bore tunnel methodologies for a five-mile 

span of tunnel planned for the Silicon Valley extension. 

The peer review will be conducted by transit agencies currently operating railway subway 

systems. VTA spokeswoman Brandi Childress said the transit system is also looking at particular 

agencies to coordinate with in the coming weeks. 

There are currently two proposals under consideration: one, a 45-foot diameter single-bore 

tunnel that will have the two tracks and the stations within it and the second is a twin-bore 

tunnel that has two 20-foot diameter tunnels with stations and a wide-center platform. 

The Bart Phase II Silicon Valley extension is a long-term plan to extend BART from its original 

terminus point in Fremont into Silicon Valley, which was agreed upon by the VTA and BART in 

2001. 

The VTA said in a statement that the Phase II part of the project is currently in the state and 

federal environmental analysis process and is on track to receive the federal go-ahead in March 

2018. Phase II, which has plans for four more stations south of the Berryessa station, is 

expected to be complete with an extension into downtown San Jose and Santa Clara by 2026. 

The Warm Springs/South Fremont extension has been operational since March after years of 

delays, but it is not part of the BART Silicon Valley extension. Childress said one of the 

important factors in the Silicon 

Valley extension is eventually turning the Warm Springs/South Fremont station into a pass-

through station as opposed to an end-of-line station. 

The Milpitas station and the Berryessa station are the next two scheduled to open in 2018. 

http://www.ktvu.com/news/bart-vta-to-collaborate-on-peer-review-of-5-mile-underground-tunnel


VTA is in charge of building and funding the extension and BART will operate it upon its 

completion. 

Back to Top 

German company chosen as early operator for California high-speed rail (Silicon 

Valley Business Journal) 

Germany’s national railway system, Deutsche Bahn AG, leads the consortium recommended for 

a $30 million consulting contract leading to becoming the first operator of California’s high-

speed rail system, it was announced Friday. 

The consortium, DG Engineering & Consulting USA, was chosen by the California High-Speed 

Rail Authority over Chinese, Italian and Spanish competitors after a nearly year-long 

competitive bidding process. The authority board must ratify the decision at its Oct. 19 meeting 

in Sacramento. 

The bids from Renfe, Spain's national rail operator; Trenitalia, Italy's high-speed operator, and 

China were ranked in that descending order under the weighted scoring system used by the rail 

authority's staff to make the recommendation. The scores were based on the technical and cost 

aspects of the four proposals and discussions with authority staff. 

A British bidder dropped out before the final round of proposals was judged. 

The process was designed to create both the first private investment in the multibillion-dollar 

rail project, which so far has been funded solely from state and federal coffers, and to hand 

over its operation to a commercial entity that will receive no subsidy. 

Under the consulting contract, Deutsche Bahn, which is wholly owned by the German 

government, will work for five years to fine-tune the commercial aspects of the system 

including fares, scheduling, purchase of trainsets and commercial exploitation of the system’s 

stations and real estate assets to ensure its profitability. 

The board created the process to encourage the operator’s investment in the system that 

would be recouped over the term of its operating concession. 

Neither Deutsche Bahn nor rail authority officials responded immediately to a request for 

comment. 

Deutsche Bahn operates high-speed trains called ICE – for InterCityExpress – within Germany 

and to several bordering nations including Austria, Belgium, the Netherlands, France, 

Switzerland and Denmark. All ICE trains were developed and built by Siemens AG, another 

German company, which manufactures rail cars and locomotives in Sacramento. 

Siemens recently completed a merger with France’s Alstom SA, the train builder for that 

nation’s high-speed rail system, which reports have said was a defensive move against 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/10/09/california-high-speed-rail-early-operator-deutsche.html?ana=e_mc_prem&s=newsletter&ed=2017-10-09&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1507654584&j=78959771
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/ice/151293/


increasingly competitive trains from China and Japan. Japan developed its own high-speed 

trains but China’s are based on designs purchased originally from Alstom and Siemens when its 

high-speed system began. 

Back to Top 

Express lanes to help ease congestion in 680 corridor (SFGate.com 

So far, the plan to convert many of Bay Area’s carpool lanes into a 550-mile network of express 

lanes that allow solo drivers to buy their way in has been confined to the further reaches of the 

East Bay and a congested freeway interchange at the foot of the bay. 

That changes at 5 a.m. Monday when the I-680 Contra Costa Express lanes open on Interstate 

680 through the San Ramon Valley. The new lanes, the farthest north of those already in 

operation, will require every vehicle entering them to have a FasTrak toll tag. A similar system 

exists on the I-580 express lanes, which opened in 2016.  

The Bay Area’s newest carpool-toll lane combination will stretch about a dozen miles with a 

single lane in each direction between San Ramon and Walnut Creek. It is a section that has 

become increasingly congested, unfailingly backing up during the morning and evening 

commutes. 

Express lanes help move traffic in all lanes, transportation planners say, because they take solo 

drivers willing to pay for them out of the other lanes. Toll rates can vary from 50 cents up, 

depending on the flow of traffic. The money is automatically deducted from a FasTrak account 

whenever a driver moves into the lane. 

Back to Top 

Roadshow: New gas tax funds to pay for Highway 85 paving (Mercury News) 

 What is the construction on Highway 85 that is going to take three months to complete? 

Ralph Fullerton, Victoria Flynn, Shannon Madison and others 

A: It’s our gas tax funds about to be spent. The state has approved spending nearly $975 million 

from the 12-cent a gallon tax that kicks in on Nov. 1 to speed up work on nearly 50 projects 

across California. The $5.7 million job will resurface five miles of Highway 85 from 101 to 87 in 

San Jose, the first paving job in Santa Clara County to get these new funds. 

Q: We were on Highway 17 and a firetruck came up from behind us. I told our driver to hug left 

in the fast lane so cars in the slow lane could hug right and open a path for the emergency 

vehicle in the middle. 

A lot of cars in both lanes dove for the right shoulder. Some of us stayed left, so the truck ended 

up weaving from lane to lane around the stopped cars. Should we all have scooted right to the 

next lane or even the shoulder? 

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Express-lanes-to-help-ease-congestion-in-680-12259595.php
http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/08/roadshow-new-gas-tax-funds-to-pay-for-highway-85-paving/


Joe Eugene 

Santa Cruz 

A: Go to the right, though on a narrow road like 17 with limited or no shoulders that is not easy 

to do. Emergency drivers on 17 are used to drivers veering left and right to make room for 

them. 

Q: If you are waiting for Southern Pacific to clean up the graffiti on train overpasses on 

Interstate 880 as you wrote on Wednesday, well, that train will never reach the station. 

Southern Pacific was acquired by Union Pacific many years ago. 

Now we know why you are not known as Mr. Railshow. 

Bill Anderson 

Lodi 

A: I deserve that slap for this and for … 

Q: I’m not sure I understand the requirement for getting from BART to Santa Clara Street in six 

seconds in an emergency in the tunnel. To get from the 19th Street station in Oakland to the 

surface clearly takes way more than six seconds. 

David Schwan 

A: It’s six minutes to get to a safe zone. 

Q: They just re-stripped Morrill Avenue in San Jose. Starting at Morrill and Cropley avenues you 

see two lanes. Traffic smoothly passes Morrill Middle School then as you approach Capewood 

Lane the left lane has a sign that says “left turn only” with no warning. 

I now use only the right lane but every day I see cars swerving to avoid being forced to turn left. 

Jeff Hack 

San Jose 

A: Later this month crews will install “Through Traffic Merge Right” and “Left Lane Turns Left 

Ahead” signs.” 

Q: On Coleman Avenue between Costco and Avaya Stadium, a sign says the roadwork will be 

done by Aug. 30. It isn’t. Any ideas on the real date? 

Anonymous 

A: Mid-November.  
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Wednesday, October 11, 2017 

1. Milpitas Post Editorial: Route 237 corridor reflects surging high-tech growth (Mercury 

News) 

2. Roadshow: New gas tax funds to pay for Highway 85 paving (Mercury News) 

3. Roadshow: Even with new express lanes, I-580 is still a mess (Mercury News) 

4. Gov. Brown approval of Caltrain, Bay Area bridges tax bills draws business praise 

(Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

5. Teleworking may mean Metro’s lackluster ridership numbers are here to stay 

(Washington Post) 

6. Uber, Lyft reduce transit use, increase vehicle miles, report says (San Francisco 

Chronicle) 

  

Milpitas Post Editorial: Route 237 corridor reflects surging high-tech growth 

(Mercury News) 

Milpitas commuters who depend on State Route 237 may be wincing a bit with the news that 

the long awaited fill-in on both sides of the key east-west artery is taking another leap forward. 

Microsoft has announced the purchase of the 62-acre Cilker Ranch holdings along the Coyote 

Creek border of Milpitas, north of the freeway. Ultimately, a series of industrial buildings and a 

huge data center are likely to arise on the site along with many hundreds of workers. 

Silicon Valley’s iconic companies grew first, decades ago, in the Palo Alto-Cupertino-Santa Clara 

area, but Milpitas and North San Jose gradually added many of the newer ventures. Now, 

however, we have seen major land purchases closer to us as large parcels in the northwest of 

the valley become rarities and costs shoot upward. 

In this past year we’ve seen Google gathering up a bushel of properties on the edge of San 

Jose’s  downtown for a transit-oriented complex that might employ from 15,000 to 20,000. 

Apple has moved to gather in sites in North San Jose that might have as much square footage as 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/06/milpitas-post-editorial-route-237-corridor-reflects-surging-high-tech-growth/


their spaceship headquarters in Cupertino. Adobe is planning another tower alongside its twin 

high rises in downtown San Jose. New construction of hotels, shopping and more industrial 

goes on apace along both northern and southern sides of the 237 between Milpitas and 

Moffett Field. The campus sites for KLA-Tencor, SanDisk, Brocade, Tivo, Harmonic, Marvell 

Semiconductor, Polycom and Globalfoundaries and other major companies now dot the 237 

corridor from Milpitas west. 

The push for more housing units for all these employees is also moving forward. With passage 

of new state initiatives to speed home and apartment construction plus our countywide billion 

dollar housing bond issue passed by voters last November, there will be added impacts from 

residential growth along the 237. 

The effect of all this new growth on commuter travel is one which should occupy our planners 

and traffic engineers both in Milpitas and San Jose, as well as the Santa Clara Valley 

Transportation Authority. Mitigation won’t be easy or cheap. In the older high-tech cities, the 

recent phenomenon shuttle bus service to large employment centers from the  residential 

areas is gaining wide acceptance. Some shuttles are free. Some sponsored by companies like 

Google or institutions like Stanford. Some subsidized by local governments or the VTA. 

This approach warrants exploration by Milpitas’ leaders. 

Back to Top 

Roadshow: New gas tax funds to pay for Highway 85 paving (Mercury News) 

 What is the construction on Highway 85 that is going to take three months to complete? 

Ralph Fullerton, Victoria Flynn, Shannon Madison and others 

A: It’s our gas tax funds about to be spent. The state has approved spending nearly $975 million 

from the 12-cent a gallon tax that kicks in on Nov. 1 to speed up work on nearly 50 projects 

across California. The $5.7 million job will resurface five miles of Highway 85 from 101 to 87 in 

San Jose, the first paving job in Santa Clara County to get these new funds. 

Q: We were on Highway 17 and a firetruck came up from behind us. I told our driver to hug left 

in the fast lane so cars in the slow lane could hug right and open a path for the emergency 

vehicle in the middle. 

A lot of cars in both lanes dove for the right shoulder. Some of us stayed left, so the truck ended 

up weaving from lane to lane around the stopped cars. Should we all have scooted right to the 

next lane or even the shoulder? 

Joe Eugene 

Santa Cruz 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/08/roadshow-new-gas-tax-funds-to-pay-for-highway-85-paving/


A: Go to the right, though on a narrow road like 17 with limited or no shoulders that is not easy 

to do. Emergency drivers on 17 are used to drivers veering left and right to make room for 

them. 

Q: If you are waiting for Southern Pacific to clean up the graffiti on train overpasses on 

Interstate 880 as you wrote on Wednesday, well, that train will never reach the station. 

Southern Pacific was acquired by Union Pacific many years ago. 

Now we know why you are not known as Mr. Railshow. 

Bill Anderson 

Lodi 

A: I deserve that slap for this and for … 

Q: I’m not sure I understand the requirement for getting from BART to Santa Clara Street in six 

seconds in an emergency in the tunnel. To get from the 19th Street station in Oakland to the 

surface clearly takes way more than six seconds. 

David Schwan 

A: It’s six minutes to get to a safe zone. 

Like Mr. Roadshow’s Facebook page for more questions and answers about Bay Area roads, 

freeways and commuting. 

Q: They just re-stripped Morrill Avenue in San Jose. Starting at Morrill and Cropley avenues you 

see two lanes. Traffic smoothly passes Morrill Middle School then as you approach Capewood 

Lane the left lane has a sign that says “left turn only” with no warning. 

I now use only the right lane but every day I see cars swerving to avoid being forced to turn left. 

Jeff Hack 

San Jose 

A: Later this month crews will install “Through Traffic Merge Right” and “Left Lane Turns Left 

Ahead” signs.” 

Q: On Coleman Avenue between Costco and Avaya Stadium, a sign says the roadwork will be 

done by Aug. 30. It isn’t. Any ideas on the real date? 

Anonymous 

A: Mid-November. 

Back to Top 

Bay Area voters to decide whether to raise bridge tolls by $3 (San Francisco Chronicle/ 

multiple outlets) 

http://bayareane.ws/mrroadshowfb
http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Bay-Area-voters-to-decide-whether-to-raise-bridge-12267877.php


Bay Area voters will decide whether to raise bridge tolls to pay for more than 30 road projects 

that reduce traffic under a bill signed by Gov. Jerry Brown on Tuesday. 

SB595 by state Sen. Jim Beall, D-San Jose, allows voters in the nine-county Bay Area to decide 

whether to increase bridge tolls by up to $3. The Golden Gate Bridge would be exempted from 

the toll increase. Beall said the tolls would help reduce “frustrating rush-hour congestion,” with 

projects including the Dumbarton Corridor, Richmond-San Rafael Bridge; and new direct 

connectors for the Interstate 680/State Route 4 interchange. 

“With more new jobs on the horizon, the Bay Area must invest in ways to get commuters off 

the road,” Beall said. “Under SB595, more BART cars will be purchased and service will be 

extended to San Jose, an Eastridge to BART Regional Connector will be created, and the 

planning process for a new BART Transbay Rail Crossing will be started.” 

The bill also would allow Bay Area voters to decide whether BART should have an independent 

inspector general to review spending, investigate waste and propose changes for better service. 

That provision was pushed by state Sen. Steve Glazer, D-Orinda, a longtime critic of BART. The 

inspector general applicants would be narrowed to three finalists nominated by the BART 

board, with the final selection made by the governor. 

On Tuesday, Brown gave final approval to SB797 by state Sen. Jerry Hill, D-San Mateo, which 

allows voters in San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara to decide whether to approve a one-

eighth-cent sales tax to fund Caltrain improvements and operating costs. 

Another bill signed by Brown permanently scrapped the state’s high school exit exam. 

The California High School Exit Examination was a requirement to receive a diploma in the 

state, but the Legislature voted in 2015 to drop it for the high school classes of 2015 to 2018. 

Diplomas were retroactively awarded to anyone who met all other graduation requirements 

after the test became a mandatory must-pass exam in 2004. 

That resulted in an estimated 40,000 former high school students receiving their diplomas. 

AB830 by Assemblyman Ash Kalra, D-San Jose, permanently eliminates the test. 

The state canceled the test amid questions about the exit exam, which state officials said was 

not aligned with what’s being taught in schools. It did not match up with a switch to Common 

Core standards, which emphasize critical thinking rather than rote learning. 

Back to Top 

Roadshow: Even with new express lanes, I-580 is still a mess (Mercury News) 

Eastbound Interstate 580 over the Altamont Pass has become a complete disaster. My 

commute has increased by 20 minutes since the additional lanes were opened, but traffic folks 

said the new truck lane might shave 30 minutes off this trip. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/11/roadshow-new-lanes-not-helping-i-580-commuters/


Rob White 

A: I know they did. But since the truck and express lanes opened last year our insane traffic has 

gotten amazingly more insane — congestion is up 9 percent over 2015 and 80 percent since 

2010. 

And half of the Bay Area’s 10 most congested freeway corridors — and roughly one-third of the 

top 50 — are in Alameda County. There are more affordable homes in the Central Valley and 

jobs in Silicon Valley. 

Q: I’m still waiting for some enforcement on Interstate 580 express lanes. On a recent trip, it 

seemed 50 percent were without FasTrak and several vehicles were traveling at over 90 mph 

tailgating slower traffic. 

Gregory Scott 

A: Over 90 mph! Not good. The CHP may pay a visit. 

Q: I have noted over the last year a large number of tractor-trailer rigs, especially double 

bottom dirt haulers, driving through Concord and Walnut Creek on Ygnacio Valley Boulevard. As 

this is mostly a residential area, I do not understand why there are so many trucks on this road. 

Are these trucks using this route to avoid Highway 4 and Interstate 680? 

Ken Hill 

Concord 

A: Most likely. Truckers face intense time pressures and know what routes can shave time off 

their 

trips. And remember, the work on the Highway 4 interchange at Balfour Road continues. 

Q: I enter Highway 92 west from Clawiter Road in Hayward in the morning. Over 50 percent of 

the commuters are carpool cheats, including frequent dump trucks and other construction and 

commercial vehicles. I am very tempted as I sit there to take photos, not with my phone, and 

post them to a new Facebook group dedicated to sharing these cheats with the public. 

Hal Lyons 

Alamo 

A: A Facebook Hall of shame, eh? I understand your frustration, but just keep your eyes on the 

road ahead. 

Q: Why is the carpool lane on Interstate 880 only until 9 a.m.? 

Susan Murphy 

Hayward 



A: This will likely change when express lanes are added on I-880 from Oakland to San Jose in a 

couple of years. Then the carpool-express lanes may go from 5 a.m. to 8 p.m. 

Like Mr. Roadshow’s Facebook page for more questions and answers about Bay Area roads, 

freeways and commuting. 

Q: I have a standard FasTrak device. If I travel in the lane closest to the Interstate 680 Express 

Lane, will my device be charged for the toll? 

Michael Santoro 

Aptos 

A: No. 

Q: A big thank you to Caltrans for resurfacing Highway 160 between the Antioch Bridge and Rio 

Vista. That part of the road was awful. Now it’s just great. 

Scott Wheeler 

Pleasant Hill 

A: We like messages like this. 
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Gov. Brown approval of Caltrain, Bay Area bridges tax bills draws business praise 

(Silicon Valley Business Journal) 

Gov. Jerry Brown gave final approval Tuesday to a pair of bills that would allow voters to 

consider sales tax increases to help pay for Caltrain and a range of other Bay Area 

transportation projects. 

Brown's action on the proposals — Senate Bill 595, which lets voters decide on a plan to raise 

tolls on area bridges by $3, and SB 797, which gives voters say in whether to raise sales taxes by 

no more than one-eighth-cents in San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara counties — drew 

praise from the Silicon Valley Leadership Group. 

"The big picture is that both bills allow Bay Area voters the option to help relieve their horribly 

congested commutes," said Carl Guardino, CEO of the SVLG, the pro-business advocacy group 

that has made the region's transportation woes a top priority. 

Guardino explained that if voters across the Bay Area's nine counties approve the bridge tolls, it 

would raise up to $4.2 billion to pay for big transportation projects like BART's extension into 

Silicon Valley, expansion of a ferry system and the extension of Caltrain into downtown San 

Francisco. And if voters in the three counties along the Peninsula back a sales tax increase, 

http://bayareane.ws/mrroadshowfb
https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/10/11/sb-595-797-transit-taxes-tolls-bay-area-caltrain.html
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/san-mateo-transit-district/967623/
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/svlg/220978/
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/bart/156532/
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/san-mateo-transit-district/967623/


Caltrain would get something it doesn't have now — a principle and stable source of operating 

funds. 

"With a dedicated source of bond-able revenue, Caltrain would have the ability to fully electrify 

its fleet (the electrification grant from the feds this year only electrifies 75 percent) and fund 

important safety improvements like Caltrain grade separations," Guardino said via email to the 

Silicon Valley Business Journal. 
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More zero-emission vehicles will mean better air quality, Gov. Jerry Brown promises while signing 

new laws (LA Times) 

Touting them as a way to further loosen California's reliance on automobiles powered by fossil 

fuel, Gov. Jerry Brown signed a dozen laws on Tuesday aimed at boosting the use and sale of 

zero-emission vehicles. 

The laws cover a variety of programs encouraging the use of vehicles that don't produce 

greenhouse gases, promoted as necessary elements in helping the state hit its ambitious 

pollution reduction targets in the coming years. 

State agencies will be directed to buy more clean-burning cars and trucks over the next decade 

and a half under a pair of bills signed by Brown, in both cases expanding goals that were put in 

place just a few years ago. 

The governor also signed a law that extends access to carpool lanes through fall 2025 for some 

alternative fuel vehicles with only a single occupant. The bill's legislative analysis cites a UCLA 

study that found access to high-occupancy vehicle lanes has helped spark the purchase of 

24,000 plug-in electric cars and hybrids. 

And he signed legislation that will authorize pilot programs for electric vehicle charging stations 

at California state parks and beaches, though in a signing statement Brown urged lawmakers to 

"evaluate the effectiveness" of similar programs before passing additional legislation. 

Teleworking may mean Metro’s lackluster ridership numbers are here to stay 

(Washington Post) 

For the first time in years, commuters in the Washington region who ride Metro four days a 

week outnumber those who ride every weekday — a subtle but significant ridership shift that 

transit officials fear may have long-term implications for the transit agency. 

According to data released Tuesday by Metro’s Office of Planning, there has been a steady 

decline since 2013 in the average number of monthly trips taken by commuters carrying 

SmarTrip cards — down from 20 trips per month to 18. And data analysts contend that only 

http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/san-mateo-transit-district/967623/
http://www.latimes.com/politics/essential/la-pol-ca-essential-politics-updates-more-zero-emission-vehicles-better-air-1507665252-htmlstory.html
http://www.latimes.com/politics/essential/la-pol-ca-essential-politics-updates-more-zero-emission-vehicles-better-air-1507665252-htmlstory.html
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-jerry-brown-signs-climate-laws-20160908-snap-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/politics/la-pol-ca-jerry-brown-signs-climate-laws-20160908-snap-story.html
https://www.gov.ca.gov/docs/AB_1082_&_AB_1083_Signing_Message_2017.pdf
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/teleworking-may-mean-metros-lackluster-ridership-numbers-are-here-to-stay/2017/10/10/364b8e3c-add1-11e7-9e58-e6288544af98_story.html?utm_term=.ba447b5f2b20
https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/trafficandcommuting/teleworking-may-mean-metros-lackluster-ridership-numbers-are-here-to-stay/2017/10/10/364b8e3c-add1-11e7-9e58-e6288544af98_story.html?utm_term=.ba447b5f2b20
https://apps.washingtonpost.com/g/documents/local/metro-report-understanding-rail-and-bus-ridership/2578/


about 30 percent of Metro’s recent ridership losses are due to people abandoning the system 

because of reliability and problems with on-time performance. 

Instead, the rise of teleworking may have a more significant impact on ridership, confirming 

theories raised by transit officials in recent months: Rail ridership during morning peak-period 

hours on Fridays — a typical teleworking day for the federal government — is usually 15 to 

20 percent lower than on days in the middle of the week. 

That may play an outsize role in the steady ridership decline that Metro has seen in recent 

years. And it’s a trend that weighs heavily on Metro General Manager Paul J. Wiedefeld. Metro 

must improve service and reliability, he said, but teleworking is a threat to the agency’s 

finances — and something over which it has no control. 

“It’s not even four days a week now,” Wiedefeld said at a recent meeting, citing new numbers 

from the federal government on rates of teleworking. “People are coming in twice and three 

times a month. I can’t change that. That’s going to be what it is.” 

Monitoring how riders use the system — and on what days of the week frequent commuters 

travel — is a relatively new ability for Metro, made possible by the introduction of SmarTrip 

cards that allow Metro to monitor individual cards to learn about the frequency and timing of 

use. Metro officials say they intend to use that data to drill down into details that could explain 

exactly why ridership is ebbing — and how to stem the decline. 

The data also paints a sobering picture of the future of Metro: Though officials continue to 

hope that improving reliability and rehabbing the system’s infrastructure may help win back 

some riders, there is a growing acknowledgment that the numbers may never return to the 

boom-time ridership of the early 2000s, when it increased dramatically year after year. 

Ridership growth reached its apex in 2008, when it peaked at 750,000 average weekday 

boardings. Now it hovers just over 600,000 average weekday rides. 

Metro’s continued lackluster ridership numbers signal a fundamental shift for the agency’s data 

analysts and planners, who for years have relied on a simple theory: If the local economy is 

improving and the Washington region is growing in population, then Metro ridership will also 

grow. 

But now, analysts indicated in the report, it’s clear that the old formula doesn’t work anymore. 

Anticipating growth on Metro has become a lot more complicated. 

“[Metro] needed to rebuild its capacity to monitor and forecast ridership using new data and 

methods,” analysts say in the report. 

They also suggest that ride-share apps such as Uber and Lyft play a major role in Metro’s 

ridership woes, particularly when it comes to evening rides after rush hour — when longer 

average waits between trains make door-to-door car service even more attractive. 



And a decrease in federal transit benefits several years ago may also have resulted in some 

portion of the federal workforce opting to use modes of commuting other than public transit. 

However, staffers were blunt in noting that unexpected delays, service interruptions, peak-

period meltdowns, ill-timed train offloadings and SafeTrack maintenance projects are a 

significant part of the ridership problem. 

“We realize that it will take some time to regain the trust and confidence of customers needed 

to return to the system,” the planning staff wrote in the report. 

The report, which will be presented at Thursday’s board meeting, said large-scale efforts might 

be the best solution for the ridership decline long-term. It recommends, for example, that 

regional leaders take more proactive steps to encourage ridership, such as investing in the 

construction of housing developments near Metro stations. 

They also push for infrastructure improvements that can help public transit operate more 

efficiently and attract riders with shorter, faster rides — such as installing bus-only lanes and 

instituting traffic-signal prioritization for buses, as well as fostering pedestrian-friendly 

neighborhoods that encourage people to walk to their nearby Metro station rather than drive. 
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Aimee Custis, deputy director of the Coalition for Smarter Growth, said Metro’s new data 

suggests that regional leaders are responsible for doing more to help the transit agency regain 

popularity. 

“There are things that must absolutely be fixed in-house at Metro,” Custis said. “But we also 

must deal with things that are outside of Metro’s control, or we won’t solve this problem.” 

Wiedefeld said recently that he remains hopeful that the long-term prospect of development 

and construction in the region means that boom times may still be to come for Metro. In 

particular, he said, the completion of the second stage of the Silver Line could bring thousands 

of new daily riders to the system. 

“It will still be a few years before some of that occurs,” Wiedefeld said. “But as they get rid of 

those car lots and stuff and build 20-to-30-story buildings . . . that will start to drive the 

numbers up.” 
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Uber, Lyft reduce transit use, increase vehicle miles, report says (San Francisco 

Chronicle) 

As ride-hailing has exploded in popularity, it’s caused a slight decrease in car ownership — but 

has also reduced use of public transit, biking and walking. The result is a likely increase in both 

traffic and the number of miles traveled in a vehicle, according to a national study of ride-

hailing adoption from the UC Davis Institute of Transportation Studies being released 

Wednesday. 

“Although we found that ride-hailing can be complementary to transit and reduce vehicle 

ownership for a small portion of individuals, we found that (overall) these services currently 

facilitate a shift away from more sustainable modes towards low occupancy vehicles in major 

cities,” said Regina Clewlow, lead author of the report, in a statement.  

The UC Davis study was based on a representative panel of consumers in seven major U.S. 

metropolitan areas. Among other findings: 

•Urban Americans use ride-hailing much more than those in the suburbs. While 29 percent of 

city dwellers surveyed use Uber and Lyft, only 7 percent of suburban respondents do so in their 

hometown. Another 7 percent of suburbanites use the services when they travel elsewhere. 

•Almost a quarter (24 percent) of ride-hailing passengers use the services daily or weekly. 

•Parking is passengers’ top motivation for hopping into an Uber or Lyft rather than driving, with 

37 percent citing this. Avoiding drinking and driving was cited by 33 percent. 

•Usage is more prevalent among younger people. Among those 18 to 29, some 36 percent use 

ride-hailing compared with only 4 percent among those age 65 and older. 

•The vast majority (91 percent) of ride-hailing customers say it has not changed whether or not 

they own a vehicle. 

•Riders who now drive less often said they instead use ride-hailing for those trips. The report 

said it wasn’t possible to determine changes in net vehicle miles traveled. 

•Urban ride-hailing passengers decreased their use of public transit by 6 percent. Bus and light 

rail service were both used less often by Uber and Lyft riders, while commuter rail saw a 3 

percent bump in usage. 

•Many ride-hailed trips (49 to 61 percent) would have not been made or would have occurred 

via walking, biking or transit. 

“Ride-hailing is currently likely to contribute to growth in vehicle miles traveled in the major 

cities represented in this study,” the report authors wrote. 

Given that likelihood, policymakers should consider giving priority to high-occupancy vehicles 

through methods such as congestion pricing and priority lanes, the report said. 

http://www.sfgate.com/business/article/Uber-Lyft-reduce-transit-use-increase-vehicle-12267774.php
https://itspubs.ucdavis.edu/wp-content/themes/ucdavis/pubs/download_pdf.php?id=2752


While Uber and Lyft have extensive data on their customers, both have been reluctant to share 

it. That has forced lawmakers and researchers to seek other ways of discerning the services’ 

impacts. San Francisco has gone to court in a pending case to demand information from the 

companies about their use of city streets. The city also commissioned its own studyabout 

Uber’s and Lyft’s impacts on congestion, in which an outside researcher used software to query 

the companies’ apps every five seconds over a six-week period. 
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Bridge toll boost seen as salve for Bay Area transportation woes (San Francisco 

Chronicle) 

Although Gov. Jerry Brown has signed a bill allowing Bay Area voters to raise bridge tolls, no 

date for an election has been set nor has the amount of the proposed increase or whether it 

would rise all at once or over a number of years. 

What is clear, however, is that the toll increase would raise about $4.5 billion that would pay 

for at least three dozen transportation projects. 

The Metropolitan Transportation Commission will decide early in 2018 on the logistics of 

Regional Measure 3, which would require an overall majority vote in the nine Bay Area counties 

to become law. If voters go along with it, the toll increases would cover all of the Bay Area’s 

state-owned bridges but would exclude the Golden Gate Bridge, which is independently owned 

and sets its own tolls. 

The spending plan established by the Legislature offers something for every part of the Bay 

Area, with a little extra for the most populated areas, and includes highway projects as well as 

mass transit improvements. 

It does, however, continue the Bay Area’s strategy to emphasize public transportation while 

focusing highway improvements on traffic choke points. As has been the practice for years, no 

new highway construction would be funded. 

http://www.sfgate.com/bayarea/article/Bridge-toll-boost-seen-as-salve-for-Bay-Area-12271214.php


Carl Guardino, head of the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, which pushed for the bill, said the 

spending plan’s strategy is to take a regional approach to making it easier to get around the Bay 

Area. 

“In our region especially, we have become very adept at creating and passing countywide 

measures, yet so many of our traffic tie-ups transcend county borders,” Guardino said. “This 

allows us to cross county borders and address some of our toughest regional traffic jams.” 

The spending plan includes some headline projects, including money to complete the BART 

extension, now under construction to Berryessa, to downtown San Jose and Santa Clara; a 

Caltrain extension to the Transbay Terminal; a SMART extension to Windsor and Healdsburg; 

and funding to complete the widening of the notorious Novato Narrows. 

“It has proceeded in fits and starts for years,” said John Goodwin, an MTC spokesman. “This 

would allow that project to at long last get knocked out.” 

The measure would also raise money for both BART and Muni Metro to expand their fleets of 

new railcars to handle their growing ridership and to expand the San Francisco Bay Ferry fleet 

and its routes. There’s also money for buses: regional express buses and transbay buses and 

bus rapid transit in the East Bay. 

In addition to the Narrows, the plan would fund expansion of the Bay Area express lane project, 

which converts carpool lanes into shared carpool-toll lanes for solo drivers who want to buy 

their way in. It also funds upgrades to interchanges at Interstate 680-Highway 4 in Martinez, I-

680 and Highway 84 near Sunol, and Highways 101 and 92 in San Mateo. 

The plan also calls for funding improvements to the North Bay’s Highway 37, which often floods 

during heavy rains, and the Dumbarton Bridge corridor. 

The bill also requires the measure to include a proposal to create a position for an inspector 

general whose job it would be to examine BART finances and operations. State Sen. Steve 

Glazer, D-Orinda, insisted on its inclusion in the measure despite BART’s opposition. 
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Self-driving cars could be on California roads by June, DMV says (Silicon Valley 

Business Journal) 

Totally driverless cars could be on California roads as soon as June 2018, the California 

Department of Motor Vehicles said Wednesday, as the rush to bring autonomous vehicle 

technology to market continues. 

The DMV posted the news as part of a larger set of new regulations it debuted today, which you 

can read here. The DMV also noted that the date those cars hit California roads could be even 

sooner than June, depending on how quickly the rules (which now head to a 15-day public 

comment period) are approved. 

https://www.bizjournals.com/sanjose/news/2017/10/12/self-driving-cars-dmv-california-june-2018.html?ana=e_me_set1&s=newsletter&ed=2017-10-12&u=oboFmgl6no%2FBUgbE98AM%2Bw0d876644&t=1507823138&j=78979731
https://www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/wcm/connect/f0a611ed-9579-44a3-ac0b-85d9508f53d9/15DayExpressTerms.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
https://www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/wcm/connect/f0a611ed-9579-44a3-ac0b-85d9508f53d9/15DayExpressTerms.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
https://www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/wcm/connect/f0a611ed-9579-44a3-ac0b-85d9508f53d9/15DayExpressTerms.pdf?MOD=AJPERES
https://www.dmv.ca.gov/portal/wcm/connect/f0a611ed-9579-44a3-ac0b-85d9508f53d9/15DayExpressTerms.pdf?MOD=AJPERES


"California’s new regulations would require that manufacturers testing driverless cars on public 

state roads certify that they’re meeting federal standards and that any public paperwork shared 

with federal regulators on driverless testing also is passed to the DMV," the Los Angeles Times 

reports. "The rules would scale back existing regulations that require municipalities to approve 

vehicle testing. Under the new rules, testers would simply be required to inform cities, towns 

and counties when and where the vehicles will be tested." 

The cars that would begin appearing as soon as June will be test models; there are no specific 

dates for when consumers can either buy autonomous vehicles or begin using them as 

transportation via ride-hailing services like Uber and Lyft. 

Currently, the DMV has issued self-driving testing permits to 42 companies, including big auto 

makers like Ford Motor Co., General Motors and Toyota, as well as tech companies 

including Alphabet's Waymo, Tesla and Intel Corp 
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Do Brands Matter in Public Transit? (The City Fix.com) 

Metrolinx, the provincial government agency that oversees public transit in southern Ontario, 

including Toronto, recently found itself under fire for spending upwards of a quarter of a million 

dollars to refresh its brand. The agency says the primary impetus for the project is a lack of 

public understanding of what it does. 

Research Metrolinx conducted in 2016 found that nearly half of the residents the agency serves 

don’t know what Metrolinx is or what role it plays. Still some charge that the transit agency is 

wasting taxpayers’ money on a mere stylistic logo change that has no connection to any real-

world service improvements. 

The uproar around this branding exercise raises some interesting questions. What is the role of 

brandingin a public organization like Metrolinx? And are the benefits of a strong brand 

sufficient to justify this kind of expense? 

More Than a Competitive Edge 

For many organizations, brands provide an important competitive advantage. Brands make one 

kind of soap or soda feel different from the others – more compelling, more attractive, more 

memorable. 

This motivation may seem less important in the world of public transit, where there is generally 

less direct competition between systems. After all, it’s not like there’s another company with a 

sexier brand running buses and trains around Toronto. 

http://www.latimes.com/business/autos/la-fi-hy-dmv-driverless-california-20171011-story.html
http://www.latimes.com/business/autos/la-fi-hy-dmv-driverless-california-20171011-story.html
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/ford-motor/100599/
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/general-motors/126066/
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/toyota-financial-services/192025/
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/alphabet/12048509/
http://companies.bizjournals.com/profile/intel/102260/
http://thecityfix.com/blog/do-brands-matter-in-public-transit-john-ounpuu/
http://www.metrolinx.com/en/
https://www.thestar.com/news/gta/transportation/2017/07/24/seeking-wider-recognition-metrolinx-spending-250000-to-design-a-new-brand.html
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http://www.wrirosscities.org/research/publication/from-here-to-there


But brands can perform other functions besides competitive differentiation. And some of these 

functions are actually very important for public transit. 

A strong brand can create a sense of consistency, continuity and trust. In the world of public 

transit, trust is critical. Without trust in the system – and in the entity that operates it – citizens 

are less likely to leave their cars at home and choose the bus or train instead. 

When that happens and ridership drops, the results go well beyond the financial impact of 

declining fare revenues. After all, public transit is essential to an environmentally sustainable 

urban future. Increased ridership delivers many benefits to cities: less traffic, less pollution, 

better public health and safety. Decreased ridership has the opposite effect. 

This problem isn’t just theoretical. In Washington D.C., declining trust in the Metro transit 

system, from maintenance and safety issues that negatively impacted its brand, led to 40,000 

fewer riders between 2010 and 2014. Three years later, efforts to reverse the drop continue to 

be hampered by a lack of public trust. 

More Than a Logo 

The logo is the most visible element of any brand. But a brand is more than a logo, and a brand 

refresh like Metrolinx’s, if done well, generally encompasses much more. 

A solid brand strategy connects isolated products or experiences to a bigger story with greater 

meaning. A bigger vision of the world and the brand’s place within it. We pay more for Nike 

shoes, for example, based on more than just the design and features of the shoes themselves. 

Nike’s simple swoosh logo contains layers of meaning and associations that connect to our own 

beliefs, desires and self-image. 

Metrolinx isn’t selling shoes, but it is selling a vision. The organization is about to embark on 

what Ontario Transportation Minister Steven Del Duca has called a “once-in-a-generation, once 

in a lifetime” opportunity to expand transit in the region. This expansion will cost upwards 

of $34 billion. And Metrolinx can’t do it successfully without the cooperation and support of the 

community. The best way to earn that support is with a clear vision and a compelling story. 

Oh, and it’s also helpful if more than half the people know you exist. 

One more bonus: A compelling brand can galvanize employees and bring new value to the 

organization on multiple levels. Improved engagement can boost employee retention, lessening 

recruiting and training costs. Stronger alignment between departments can help teams focus 

better and improve operational efficiency. A greater sense of purpose and meaning can inspire 

employees across the organization – from front-line staff to executive leadership – to go the 

extra mile to help realize the vision. 

From Research to Empathy 

http://thecityfix.com/blog/washington-dc-metro-closure-shows-why-creating-trust-public-transit-matters-ani-dasgupta/
http://thecityfix.com/blog/washington-dc-metro-closure-shows-why-creating-trust-public-transit-matters-ani-dasgupta/
http://www.cbc.ca/news/canada/toronto/tory-del-duca-transit-announcement-wednesday-1.3646920
http://www.metrolinx.com/en/regionalplanning/funding/investment_strategy.aspx


Public statements from Metrolinx have made it clear that the brand project also includes a 

significant research component. This is typical in projects like this. In addition to the functions 

mentioned already (differentiation, telling a bigger story), brands also help organizations better 

understand and align with their customers. 

Brand research, done well, creates empathy within the organization – a deeper understanding 

of what customers truly need and care about. This is especially important today, at a time when 

many public service organizations, including transit authorities, have been given new mandates 

to be more customer-centric. 

Historically, transit authorities have been run by engineers with something of a “trust us we 

know best” attitude. Today, these organizations are being forced to come to grips with the high 

expectations of modern customers empowered by digital and mobile technology. 

This difficult shift typically begins with efforts to create a customer-centric mindset within the 

organization at large. In the best-case scenario, customer research done in support of a brand 

refresh would accelerate these efforts, increasing customer empathy and, eventually, leading to 

better experiences for millions of riders. 

Risks Remain, But Not Acting May Be Worse 

Of course, the best-case scenario doesn’t always come to pass. The truth is, many brand refresh 

projects fall short of the ideal. Some of them are less about solving real problems and more 

about a new coat of paint. A few even do more harm than good, distracting the organization 

from real, pressing problems instead of helping to solve them. 

But for transit systems in particular, the risks of not acting may be even greater. If ridership 

declines due to a lack of trust or ability to keep pace with the needs and expectations of 

modern, digitally enabled citizens, cities will face more pollution, more traffic and more health 

and safety risks. And if community support declines in absence of a compelling story, planners 

will be unable to address these problems by improving transit infrastructure. 
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Self-driving shuttles get first public test in Detroit (The Detroit News) 

Detroit — Two self-driving electric shuttles ferried people on a cool October night to a 

downtown parking garage within blocks of the nation’s largest automaker’s world 

headquarters. 

The shuttles developed by May Mobility were the first commercial autonomous shuttles to 

carry passengers in the city, and the Detroit Three had nothing to do with them. The former 

Ford Motor Co. and General Motors Co. employees working for the Ann Arbor-based start-up 

are slightly smug about that. Those two Michigan auto giants continue to develop autonomous 

http://globalnews.ca/news/3623823/ontarios-metrolinx-hopes-to-shake-off-public-invisibility-with-250000-in-new-branding/
http://transitleadership.org/docs/TLS-WP-Improving-the-Customer-Experience.pdf
http://transitleadership.org/docs/TLS-WP-Improving-the-Customer-Experience.pdf
http://adage.com/article/behind-the-work/gap-wrong/146393/
http://www.detroitnews.com/story/business/autos/mobility/2017/10/12/self-driving-shuttles-get-first-public-test-detroit/106541364/


vehicles behind locked gates, giving the public brief glimpses of future products expected to 

dramatically change transportation. 

“The sooner we get people in the car, the faster we’re going to learn,” said Edwin Olson, CEO of 

May Mobility. 

The tests also give one of the city’s biggest investors a chance to push public transportation at 

his own pace. 

Olson partnered with Dan Gilbert’s Bedrock real estate to run May Mobility’s first self-driving 

tests with passengers on a city street. The vehicles — Polaris Gem E6 shuttles outfitted with 

May Mobility’s suite of sensors and software — are being tested from 8-10 p.m. for five nights 

ending Friday. They follow a loop just under a mile long in a part of Detroit’s central business 

district that doesn’t see a lot of traffic. 

There were fewer cars to share the road with at night, and the vehicle’s lidar (light detection 

and ranging) sensors — which pulse beams of infrared light to detect distances much like bats 

use sonar — work better after dark. The team laid out a route that kept the vehicle to right 

turns, which are easier to execute.  

Self-driving, electric shuttles test in Detroit 

Self-driving, electric shuttles test in Detroit 

Olson’s team also thought there would be fewer pedestrians to deal with at night. But on one 

trip, two jaywalkers stepped in front of the vehicle at a stop sign. The shuttle waited for both 

men to clear before proceeding through the intersection just like any other car. The engineer 

sitting in the driver’s seat only once pressed a button at the beginning of the route to start the 

trip. He never touched the steering wheel, the brake pedal or the accelerator. 

Jasmine Flemister, who works in the First National Building and parks in the Bricktown Garage 

at Beaubien and Congress, watched the city roll by through the panoramic sunroof as the 

shuttle sped quietly along. 

“I actually didn’t feel I was unsafe,” she said. “I wasn’t wondering if the light changes is it gonna 

stop.” 

The vehicles communicate with cameras fixed high on light poles that read traffic lights at 

intersections the shuttle needed to cross. The lidar system also uses a 3-D map of the route to 

judge distances from buildings. The shuttle stopped smoothly, accelerated gently — and when 

an oncoming car veered into its lane or a cab driver threw his door open, the vehicle slammed 

on the brakes. 

“Actually getting from A to B is just the beginning,” said Steve Vozar, May Mobility’s chief 

technology officer, said from the back seat of the shuttle after someone crossed in front. 



He and Olson have tested their machines in a number of scenarios — some of those at the 

MCity complex in Ann Arbor where Ford and other carmakers and suppliers test their 

technology. The May Mobility team said getting their vehicles on a real urban street is 

invaluable. 

The team plans to manage fleets of their vehicles for other companies. Olson, Vozar and Alisyn 

Malek, chief operating officer, said the partnership with Bedrock will give them five nights 

worth of new data to sift through and hone their machines. 

There’s another aspect to the tests for Gilbert’s team. 

Kevin Bopp, Bedrock vice president of parking operations, said the shuttles give Bedrock a 

chance to figure out a better way to transport the thousands of people who park several blocks 

from their offices. It’s also a chance for the Motor City to have a tangible role in the 

development of technology expected to fundamentally change the way people move, and for 

Bedrock to lead a change in Detroit’s transportation. 

It gets people excited, too. 

“This is what I want,” said Scott Schommer, a Quicken Loans employee who rode the robotic 

shuttle on no less than four loops Tuesday night. “It’s safe. I don’t ever want my kids to learn 

how to drive.” 

Gilbert’s companies could use autonomous shuttles for more than getting handfuls of tenants 

and employees to their cars at the end of the day. The Detroit real estate mogul has a hand in 

developing potential downtown tourism spots in the Shinola Hotel and future Hudson’s site 

development that are expected to open in the next several years. 

People visiting the city might want to take guided tours, Bopp said. A May Mobility shuttle 

could self-drive small groups through downtown. The vehicles could also be deployed in under 

served neighborhoods in longer distance scenarios. 

A partnership between Gilbert’s companies and May Mobility could be a game-changer. 

“This gets the city at the cutting edge,” Bopp said. “What’s kept Detroit from being a world-

class city has really been a lack of public transit.” 
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VTA Daily News Coverage for Friday, October 13, 2017 

1. Milpitas: Council approves rezoning industrial land for residential use in transit 

area (Mercury News) 

2. San Francisco area voters to decide on bridge toll rates increase 

(LandlineMag.com) 

3. Pedestrian Killed On Caltrain Tracks (Los Altos Patch) 

Milpitas: Council approves rezoning industrial land for residential use in transit 

area (Mercury News) 

The Milpitas City Council’s split decision last week to rezone four properties from industrial to 

residential in the city’s transit area and approve a 53-unit townhouse complex on one parcel 

saw sparks fly between Councilman Bob Nunez and Mayor Rich Tran. 

At the Oct. 3 meeting, Tran said he could not support the rezoning or a planned development at 

1992 Tarob Court, near the future Milpitas Bay Area Rapid Transit Station, when there was a 

need for industrial and commercial land in the city. The mayor added that despite affordable 

housing being a priority for the council not a single unit in this 53-unit complex would be 

deemed below-market rate. 

Nunez responded that anyone who followed Tran on social media would not find it “surprising” 

that he was against “adding development.” Nunez added that it would be interesting to find out 

at some future time what a developer would have to do to get Tran’s approval. 

The council approved both the rezoning and the development in a 3-2 vote, with Tran and 

Councilman Garry Barbadillo dissenting. 

According to a city study on the fiscal impact of rezoning the four properties, 141,800 square 

feet of prime industrial space will be lost along with 144 professional jobs across the four 

properties, reducing the city’s jobs-housing ratio, Planning Director Bradley Misner told the 

council on Oct. 3. But Misner added the city expects 1,200 temporary construction jobs to be 

created during the housing project construction. 

http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/13/milpitas-council-approves-rezoning-industrial-land-for-residential-use-in-transit-area/
http://www.mercurynews.com/2017/10/13/milpitas-council-approves-rezoning-industrial-land-for-residential-use-in-transit-area/


The new 53-unit housing development by San Ramon-based The True Life Companies, will be 

the second housing development they build on that four-parcel block. In September 2016, the 

council approved a 59-unit townhouse complex at 1980 Tarob Court. 

Misner told the council the new development and rezoning will not impact Milpitas Unified 

School District, which is already having to overload students across its campuses. And because 

the land border’s San Jose along Lundy Place, any students who live in the housing 

development will be sent south to Berryessa Union School District, Misner said. 

Like the Milpitas Post’s Facebook page for neighborhood news and conversation from 

Milpitas and beyond. 

Nunez said he was most interested in seeing the new general plan for the city address land use 

across Milpitas and said it wasn’t necessary to hold up this one development while it was being 

developed. 

“We sure as heck need homes here to go along with jobs we expect to have in the commercial-

industrial” areas of the city Nunez said. 

Barbadillo agreed, but said the development should be mixed-use and offer a commercial 

business like a restaurant or grocery store, especially since it was in the transit area. Since the 

development was purely residential Barbadillo joined Tran in voting against these project 

requests. 

Tran said his priority was creating affordable housing for the residents who are here and not 

market rate housing for those commuting from Modesto for work. 

“I am in the business of making sure people have a place to live, but I am about doing it in 

balance and for all walks of the community. I am in support of building homes, but we have to 

do it right,” Tran told the council. 

Councilman Anthony Phan told city staffers that he would like to see a land use study come 

back to the council. Nunez added that he would like to get a report that gives the council an 

overview of the Milpitas General Plan, and what is being done to bring in new commercial and 

industrial businesses to the city. 

After the meeting on Oct. 4, Tran posted on his Facebook page that he voted no on the 

rezoning and the development because Milpitas cannot afford to lose more businesses. 

“This land could have been used as a tax revenue generator with a grocery store like a Trader 

Joe’s. Instead, I expect our city services will continue to be stretched. What hurts is that none of 

the housing units will be occupied as affordable housing. I won’t say no to everything, but I had 

to take a stand here and put Milpitas Families First,” Tran’s Facebook post reads. 
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San Francisco area voters to decide on bridge toll rates increase 

(LandlineMag.com) 

A new law in California permits San Francisco area voters to decide whether to raise bridge 

tolls. The additional revenue would help get $4.45 billion in transportation work done over the 

next 25 years, including a project to reduce truck traffic. 

 

Sen. Jim Beall, D-San Jose, describes the effort as a “comprehensive regional traffic relief plan 

to reduce commuter congestion.” 

 

Signed into law by Gov. Jerry Brown on Tuesday, Oct. 10, SB595 requires the city and county of 

San Francisco and the other eight Bay Area counties to hold a special election to increase toll 

rates by up to $3 on the seven state-operated bridges in the area. 

 

The Golden Gate Bridge would be exempt. That bridge is operated independently of the state. 

 

“The traffic chokepoints are especially acute in the corridors of the seven state-owned toll 

bridges that are critical east-west and north-south arteries that bind the Bay Area together,” 

Beall said. 

 

If approved by voters, Beall said the plan would fund more than 30 projects intended to take 

vehicles off the road and eliminate bottlenecks on the Bay Area’s most heavily traveled routes. 

 

“On weekdays, an average of 602,000 vehicles enter and exit the Bay Area,” Beall said in 

prepared remarks. “Let’s take action now to curb traffic before it becomes worse.” 

 

An estimated $160 million would be designated for projects to reduce truck traffic congestion 

and mitigate environmental effects. 

 

Eligible projects would include improvements in Alameda County to enable more goods to be 

shipped by rail, and access improvements to Interstates 580, 80 and 880, and to the Port of 

Oakland. 

 

A separate project covers I-80 westbound truck scales. Specifically, $105 million would be 

allotted to “improve freight mobility, reliability, and safety” on the I-80 corridor by funding 

improvements to the westbound truck scales in Solano County. 

 

Among other projects proposed that would benefit from the additional toll revenues: 

 BART to San Jose – Extend the Bay Area Rapid Transit to San Jose and Santa Clara. The 

project would receive $375 million. 

http://www.landlinemag.com/Story.aspx?StoryID=71010#.WeDqFVuPKpo


 Contra Costa Interstate 680/State Route 4 interchange – New direct connectors and 

widening of SR 4 to add auxiliary lanes. An estimated $210 million would be applied to 

the project. 

 I-680/I-880/Route 262 Freeway Connector – Improve traffic movement, reduce 

congestion, and improve operations and safety via a connector in southern Alameda 

County. The project would receive $15 million. 

Voters in Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, Napa, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano 

and Sonoma counties will be asked next year to raise bridge tolls. Approval by a simple majority 

of voters is needed for passage. 

 

Toll rate increases have been approved by area voters on two occasions. Voters approved $1 

toll increases in 1988 and 2004. 

 

The revenue sought via the new law, also known as Regional Measure 3, would be in addition 

to a $5.2 billion statewide transportation funding package approved this year by the California 

Legislature and signed into law by the governor. 

 

The 10-year statewide funding plan – SB1 – benefits state and local roads, trade corridors, and 

public transit. The package includes a mix of higher taxes and fees. 

 

Effective Nov. 1, the state’s 27.8-cent excise rate on gas will increase by 12 cents to 39.8 cents. 

The state’s 16-cent excise tax on diesel is scheduled to increase from 20 cents to 36 cents. 

 

In addition, the 1.75 percent sales tax applied to diesel purchases will be increased by 4 percent 

to 5.75 percent. 

 

The tax and fee rates also will be indexed to inflation to allow for increases in future years. 

 

“SB1 addresses the state’s aging pains, SB595 will address the Bay Area’s growing pains,” Beall 

said. 
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Pedestrian Killed On Caltrain Tracks (Los Altos Patch) 

A man was struck and killed by northbound Caltrain No. 225 this morning at the Lawrence 

Station in Sunnyvale, according to the transit agency. 

https://patch.com/california/losaltos/pedestrian-killed-caltrain-tracks


Caltrain officials released a statement saying their Transit Police Bureau is investigating the 

collision that was reported at 8:04 a.m. at the station at 137 Zeno Way in Sunnyvale. It is the 

seventh fatality on Caltrain tracks this year. 

"No matter what the circumstances, it is always regrettable when a life is lost," Caltrain officials 

said in a statement. 

The agency said the Santa Clara County medical examiner's office will determine the official 

cause of death. 

The train was released by transit police at 9:10 a.m. to proceed to the Sunnyvale station, where 

passengers were able to either disembark or catch another train. Santa Clara Valley 

Transportation Authority and SamTrans are honoring tickets and helping with mutual aid. 

Subscribe to the Los Altos newsletter 

Caltrain officials said 110 passengers were on the train when the man was struck but nobody on 

board was injured. 
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From: Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, October 13, 2017 4:22 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: VTA Standing Committee Agenda Packets -October 2017 Meetings 
 

VTA Board of Directors: 
 

You may access your VTA Standing Committee Agenda Packet for the October 2017, Regular 

Meetings by clicking on the links below: 
 

 Congestion Management Program and Planning (CMPP) Committee – CMPP Packet 

 Administration and Finance (A&F) Committee – A&F Packet 

 Safety, Security and Transit Planning & Operations (SSTPO) Committee – SSTPO 

Packet 

We would like to thank you for your support of VTA’s Sustainability Program and to “GO 

GREEN” by subscribing electronically to the packets. 

Thank you. 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 

 

 
 

 

 

 
 

http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/cmpp_101917_packet.pdf
http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/af_101917_packet_.pdf
http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/sstpo_102017_packet.pdf
http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/sstpo_102017_packet.pdf
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